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ASTROLOGICAL KEYWORD SYSTEM
OF ANALYZING
CHARACTER and DESTINY
(By J.D.)

INTRODUCTION
The system herein set forth is an analytical method of
reading the horoscope chart. It is developed along the lines
indicated by Max Heindel in The Message Of The Stars,
pages 405-408. It consists simply of combining the
keywords of the planets, signs, and houses to form keyphrases, key-sentences and key-paragraphs, then the final
summing up of these to arrive at a composite judgment.
By this method anyone can read the message of a chart
in a fairly intelligent manner. There has been an idea in the
past that a high degree of intuition was necessary before
one could hope to do this. But this idea has largely been
disproved. Anyone who can combine simple elements and
reason from cause to effect can combine the keywords in a
chart to ascertain at least the essential part of its message.
Reference to dignities, exaltations, retrogradation,
interception and other minor factors is omitted, as only the
advanced student needs to consider them.

STEPS IN READING AN ASPECT
Steps 1 to 9 inclusive are preliminary and analytical in
character to show the student the reasoning which must be
done, consciously or subconsciously, before the summary
in step 10 is possible. With practice, however, students
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will arrive at the point where they will be able to omit the
first nine steps and give the net result of step 10 without
this preliminary work.
1. Determine the nature of the aspect, harmonious or
inharmonious, in the one case indicating that good
judgment is used and in the other case that the person goes
to extremes in the activities indicated by the aspect.
2. Look up the keywords of the two planets entering
into the aspect. There are three sets. The basic keywords
apply in all cases. The positive qualities are used in
addition to the basic keywords with harmonious aspects.
The negative qualities are used in addition to the basic
keywords with inharmonious aspects. The word “negative"
is here used to denote the results of these qualities rather
than the qualities themselves.
3. Ascertain the keywords for the two signs containing
the two planets. The positive qualities of the sign are used
in addition to its basic keywords when the planet in it is in
good aspect. The negative qualities of the sign are used
with the basic keywords when the planet is adversely
aspected.
4. Combine the keywords of each planet with the
keywords of the sign in which it is placed to determine the
corresponding type of character.
5. Combine the keywords of the two planets by
themselves, taking into account the aspect, harmonious or
inharmonious, indicating whether the qualities of the two
planets will work together or in opposition to each other,
to determine the character as given by the aspect in the
abstract.
6. Ascertain the keywords for the two houses
containing the two planets.
7. Combine the keywords of each planet with the
keywords of the house in which it is placed, leaving out of
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consideration temporarily the aspect in order to determine
the planetary influence in the house.
8. Consider the action of the affairs of one house upon
the affairs of the other as brought about by the aspect
between the two planets, that is, a harmonious aspect will
enable the affairs of one house to reinforce those of the
other and an inharmonious aspect will cause the affairs of
one house to detract from those of the other.
9. Consider the reaction of the affairs of the second of
the two houses upon those of the first, following the
method indicated in step 8.
10. Correlate and balance all the elements above
mentioned into one composite judgment which will
express in everyday language the net results without any
reference to aspects or other astrological elements.
11. When reading an entire horoscope, correlate and
balance similarly the effects of all the planets, their house
and sign positions, and their aspects.
(See page 12 for example of method of reading an aspect).

NATURE OF THE SIGNS
Cardinal Signs - Initiative, activity, action.
Fixed Signs
- Stability, persistence.
Common Signs - Flexibility, adaptability.
Fire Signs
Earth Signs
Air Signs
Water Signs

- Spiritual power, impulse.
- Materialism, practicality.
- Intellectuality, sociability.
- Spiritual and psychic qualities, emotion.
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KEYWORDS OF THE SIGNS
ARIES
Basic Self-esteem, initiative, pioneering.
Pos
Ambition, courage, enterprise.
Neg
Self-will, temper, brusqueness, overbearance.
TAURUS
Basic Determination, interest in mundane affairs.
Pos
Endurance, thoroughness, conservatism, patience.
Neg
Obstinacy, argumentativeness.
GEMINI
Basic Intellectuality, literary affairs, work with the
hands, dualism.
Pos
Versatility, curiosity.
Neg
Changeability, indecision, superficiality.
CANCER
Basic Love of home, capacity for home building,
tenacity, impressionability.
Pos
Sympathy, sensitiveness, artistry.
Neg
Clannishness, timidity, restlessness, indolence.
LEO
Basic Vitality, authority.
Pos
Affection, nobility, generosity, loyalty, dignity,
leadership.
Neg
Arrogance, autocracy, cruelty, overbearing, vanity,
ostentatiousness.
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VIRGO
Basic Service, mentality.
Pos
Discrimination, analysis, studiousness, hygienics,
purity.
Neg
Criticism, cynicism, introspection, fear of disease.
LIBRA
Basic Capacity for partnership, art.
Pos
Balance, justice, courtesy, artistic ability.
Neg
Indecision, lack of poise, emotional fluctuation.
SCORPIO
Basic Secret forces of nature, sex, healing power, magic,
military affairs, surgery.
Pos
Regeneration, courage, resourcefulness, ability for
secret investigations.
Neg
Discord, misuse of sex, passion, temper, jealousy,
willfulness, vindictiveness, inability to let go.
SAGITTARIUS
Basic Aspiration, idealism, orthodox religion, law,
philosophy.
Pos
Generosity, love of outdoor life and athletics.
Neg
Over-confidence, dogmatism, fanaticism.
CAPRICORN
Basic Position, honors, ambition.
Pos
Justice, organization, caution, economy, authority.
Neg
Pride, suspicion, resentfulness, pessimism,
unforgiveness, justice without mercy.
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AQUARIUS

Basic Humanitarianism, science, new systems,
corporations, universality, universal friendship.
Pos
Progressiveness, cooperation, diplomacy.
Neg
Impracticality, undervaluation of personal
friendships, dictatorship.
PISCES
Basic Sensitiveness to superphysical influences, sense of
unity with all life, mysticism, ripe destiny.
Pos
Intuitiveness, inspiration, compassion,
renunciation, sacrifice.
Neg
Psychic negativeness, introspection, lack of
confidence, secretiveness, sorrow, procrastination.

KEYWORDS OF THE PLANETS
THE SUN
Basic Individuality, what one really is, vitality, will,
chief ambitions, those in authority, men.
Pos
Generosity, dignity.
Neg
Despotism, arrogance, ostentation, lack of
ambition, animalistic qualities.
THE MOON
Basic Personality, imagination, instinctual mind,
emotions, change, fecundation, the public, women.
Pos
Positive psychic qualities, personal magnetism.
Neg
Negativeness, visionariness, dreaminess,
indecision, vacillation, frivolity, fretfulness,
procrastination, incorrect impressions.
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MERCURY
Basic Reason, self-expression of all kinds, speaking,
writing, gestures, knowledge through reason.
Pos
Quick-wittedness, eloquence, literary ability,
dexterity.
Neg
Restlessness, gossip, profanity, demagogy, deceit,
dishonesty, nervousness, worry, indecision,
forgetfulness, clumsiness.
VENUS
Basic Attraction, cohesion, coalition, personal love,
social instincts and activities, art, ornamentation,
beauty.
Pos
Harmony, artistic ability, cheerfulness, suavity.
Neg
Sensuality, dissoluteness, vulgarity, sloth, laziness,
sentimentality, vanity, inconstancy.
MARS
Basic Dynamic energy.
Pos
Constructiveness, courage, enterprise, enthusiasm,
gallantry.
Neg
Combativeness, friction, temper, egotism, audacity,
destructiveness, passion, lustfulness, courseness,
impulsiveness.
JUPITER
Basic Expansion, vision, optimism, ideation, orthodox
religious tendencies.
Pos
Benevolence, broad-mindedness, executive ability,
legal ability, respect for law, charity, success,
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reverence, conservatism, opulence, popularity,
honor.
Overconfidence, extravagance, indolence,
prodigality, showiness, bombast, dissipation,
sportiness, lawlessness, procrastination.
SATURN

Basic Contraction, persistence, caution.
Pos
Faithfulness, stability, concentration, analysis,
system, building qualities, tact, diplomacy, justice,
thrift, economy, deliberation, conservatism,
endurance, discipline.
Neg
Crystallization, obstruction, selfishness, slowness,
fearfulness, limitation, materialism, melancholy,
pessimism, avarice, secretiveness, suspicion,
severity, cynicism.
URANUS
Basic The Awakener, altruism, inventiveness, originality,
sudden action, unconventionality.
Pos
Progressiveness, universality, universal love of
humanity, impersonality, independence, love of
liberty, romance, intuition.
Neg
Eccentricity, spasmodic action, bohemianism,
fanaticism, irresponsibility, licentiousness,
anarchy.
NEPTUNE
Basic Superphysical entities of all degrees and
impressions from them. Divinity, occultism,
knowledge from sources above reason, i.e.
superphysical beings.
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Pos
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Spirituality, intuition, inspiration, clairvoyance,
prophecy, devotion, music.
Delusions, chaotic mental conditions, morbidity,
fraud, incoherence, deception, dishonesty,
mediumship.
PLUTO

Basic Renewing, enlivening, breaking open, germinating,
erupting, reorganizing, provoking, transition.
Pos
Regeneration, transmutation, positive clairvoyance,
revivification, universal welfare, motivation to
strive for spiritual power.
Neg
Force, defiance, death, destruction, fanaticism,
struggle, sensuality, regimentation, the underworld,
black magic, decomposition.

KEYWORDS OF THE HOUSES
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th

Beginnings, early environment, personality,
physical body.
Finance, freedom given by money, resources.
Lower mind, writing and speaking, short journeys,
brothers and sisters.
The home, the mother, conditions at the end of life,
lands, mines, hotels.
Pleasure, education, children, publications,
speculation.
Service, relations with employers and employees,
health and sickness.
Partnership, marriage, the public, lawsuits.
Legacies, cause of death, occult tragedy,
regeneration, taxes.
Higher mind, religion, law, long journeys.
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Profession, standing in community, the father.
Friends, hopes, wishes.
Paying debts of destiny, mysticism, limitations,
secrecy, institutions for care of unfortunates.

KEYWORDS OF ASPECTS
The keyword of an aspect is usually a verb denoting
action which connects the affairs ruled by one planet, its
sign and house, with the affairs ruled by the other planet
and its sign and house.
The keywords of the sextile and trine are verbs which
express reinforcement, assistance, ease and cooperation.
The keywords of the square are verbs which express
obstruction, inharmony, strife, struggle or detraction.
The keywords of the opposition in the case of the
average person are similar to those of the square. The
opposition, however, usually brings into play the two
directly opposite signs of the zodiac which constitute the
two poles of one department of nature. Therefore these two
signs have a certain affinity between them which tends to
reduce the inharmony of the opposition and make it less
than that of the square. For instance, Leo represents the
personal love for one's own children and Aquarius
represents the impersonal, universal, altruistic love for the
children of all people, namely, humanity. Therefore the
opposition of Jupiter in Leo to the Sun in Aquarius, for
example, is not as inharmonious as the square between
Jupiter in Leo and the Sun in Scorpio, the sign of
militarism and force. In the case of advanced egos the
opposition may become an aspect of great power.
The keywords of the conjunction are the same as those
for the trine or the square depending respectively on
whether the conjunction is harmonious or inharmonious.
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For information as to the harmony and inharmony of conjunctions see Simplified Scientific Astrology, pages 98-99.

GENERAL NOTES
Planets represent the driving forces.
Signs represent the static forces which color and modify
the influence of the planets.
Planets in signs indicate the character and inner capacities.
Planets in houses give the circumstantial details of the life.
The aspects indicate harmony or disharmony between the
planetary influences.

KEY TO THE CHART
Astrology is a science of probabilities. Any aspect,
position or configuration may represent any one of a
number of possibilities and the only way to get a
reasonable line on which one of these will develop is first
to ascertain the key to the chart as a whole. The key is
usually found in some strong group of planets or in the
ruling planet. For instance, if a person has the 12th house
occupied by two or three of the strong planets, we know
that he is more or less of the mystical type and he will
therefore be interested in the mystical aspect of life. Then,
since he is mystically inclined, if in the same chart there
are planets in the 8th house, which rules legacies and also
latent occult ability and regeneration, we judge that the
native will be more interested in the two latter matters than
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in legacies of money or property, and that legacies
therefore will play a comparatively unimportant part in his
life even if he should receive any.
NO EVIL IN PLANETARY VIBRATIONS
There is no evil in any planet. The only evil that may
result from planetary vibrations comes from our misuse of
them or our inability to control them. Any planet emits
exactly the same vibrations at all times, but the square
between two planets tends to incite to excess in the use of
these vibrations and to carry activities that come under
their influence to such an extreme that they become evil.
EXAMPLE OF THE METHOD
OF READING AN ASPECT
The Sun in Capricorn in the 7th House Sextile to
Saturn in Scorpio in the 5th House:
STEPS
1. - The sextile aspect is harmonious indicating that the
native uses good judgment in all matters ruled by this
aspect.
2. - The keywords of the Sun and Saturn may be found
above. Use the basic and positive keywords in both cases.
3. - The keywords of Scorpio and Capricorn will also be
found above. Use the basic and positive keywords in both
cases.
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4. - Sun in Capricorn: Justice (Capricorn) blended with
generosity (Sun). Ambition (Sun) for position and honor
(Capricorn).
Saturn in Scorpio: Persistence and concentration (Saturn)
in investigating the secret forces of nature (Scorpio) such
as those of chemistry or occultism. Conservative (Saturn)
in methods of healing (Scorpio).
5. - The Sun sextile Saturn: Diplomacy and tact (Saturn) in
all dealings with men (Sun). Capability of effort (Sun)
sustained (Saturn) over a long period.
6. - The keywords of the 5th and 7th houses may be found
above.
7. - The Sun in the 7th house: The main ambitions of the
life (Sun) are in connection with partnerships (7th) and the
public or some form of publicity (7th). This gives a
generous and virile (Sun) marriage partner (7th).
Saturn in the 5th house: Conservative (Saturn) in
educational methods (5th), also in investments (5th).
Systematic (Saturn) in publishing matters (5th). Few
(Saturn) children (5th). Serious (Saturn) in pleasures (5th).
8. - Action of the 5th house affairs upon those of the 7th,
using the Sevenfold combination of Keywords:
Here we have seven keywords to combine into a key
sentence or paragraph. These keywords are those of the
Sun, Saturn, Capricorn, Scorpio, 5th house, 7th house and
the sextile. Through persistence and diplomacy (Saturn)
the native has the capacity to succeed in publishing (5th)
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articles or books on chemistry or occult philosophy
(Scorpio) or some other branch of science. These books
would bring (sextile) him publicity (7th), gain (sextile) him
the confidence of men in authority (Sun) and enhance
(sextile) his position in the world (Capricorn).
9. - Reaction of the 7th house affairs upon those of the 5th,
using the Sevenfold Combination of keywords:
Partnerships (7th) are likely to be formed with those in
authority (Sun) and through them the native rises in
position and power (Capricorn). The resulting publicity
(7th) would help (sextile) him to sell the books he had
published (5th) and through his thrift (Saturn) he would
conserve the income from his books (5th). He would thus
be enabled to start an educational system (5th) devoted to
some secret science (Scorpio) or to healing (Scorpio)
through the power of concentration (Saturn).
10. - Summary in non-technical language:

Character of the Native
The individual has a strong, stable character so far as
this aspect goes. He is worthy of trust, commands the
confidence of men and is capable of holding positions of
responsibility, in which he will use diplomacy and be
faithful to his trust. He is patient, persistent and capable of
sustained effort in any chosen line of endeavor. He is
generous to a certain degree but prudence rules his
generosity. He has an ambition to rise in the world. He has
a liking for the secret sciences and the ability to investigate
them by analytical means. He is conservative in his
business methods and has good judgment in the matter of
investments. He is serious in his pleasures.
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Circumstantial Details of the Life of the Native
He will gain the confidence of men in positions of
prominence, who will perceive his ability and help him to
rise to places of authority and trust. His rise will be slow
but steady. He should be successful in entering into
partnerships which will promote his material interests. He
has the possibility of succeeding in the field of
publications, educational work or the investment field. He
may specialize in or make any one of these his major work.
He will obtain throughout his life a considerable amount of
favorable publicity as the result of the above conditions.
He should be successful in marriage and will probably
marry a woman of the vital, commanding type who is also
ambitious for material success. He will have few children.
They will, however, be well brought up but subjected to
considerable discipline.
As indicated on page 2, the preliminary analysis of
steps 1 to 9, inclusive, may be omitted after sufficient
practice and the net result of step 10 given at once.

ALTERNATE METHOD
An abbreviated method which does not give as
complete results as the above is merely to select a keyword
for each of the planets, signs and houses involved and also
one for the aspect. Then combine these into a sentence that
indicates a plausible, reasonable deduction. By using
different keywords several such sentences may be made,
each indicating some possible aspect or phase of the life.
This is in reality an expansion of step 8, omitting all the
other steps.

COMPLETE INDEX OF MAX HEINDEL BOOKS
The Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception
Ancient and Modem Initiation
Desire Body, The
Freemasonry and Catholicism
Gleanings of a Mystic
How Shall We Know Christ at His Coming?
Letters to Students
Mysteries of the Great Operas
Mystical Interpretation of Christmas
Mystical Interpretation of Easter
Occult Principles of Health and Healing
Rosicrucian Christianity Lectures
Rosicrucian Philosophy in Questions and Answers, Vol. I
Rosicrucian Philosophy in Questions and Answers, Vol. II
Rosicrucian Mysteries
Teachings of an Initiate
Vital Body, The
Web of Destiny, The

FOR CHILDREN
Rosicrucian Principles of Child Training
Your Child's Horoscope (2 volumes)

ASTROLOGY
Astro-Diagnosis - A Guide to Healing
Message of the Stars
Simplified Scientific Astrology

EPHEMERIDES
One year booklets (1857-2030 and later)
10-year books (1880-2030 and later)

BOOK BY MRS. AUGUSTA FOSS HEINDEL
Memoirs about Max Heindel and The Rosicrucian Fellowship

THE ROSICRUCIAN FELLOWSHIP
Echoes from Mount Ecclesia 1913-1919

THE ROSICRUCIAN COSMO-CONCEPTION
BY

M AX H EINDEL
This book gives a complete outline of the Western Wisdom
Teaching as far as it may be made public at the present time. It
contains a comprehensive outline of the evolutionary process of
man and the universe, correlating science with religion. The
author received this Teaching personally from the Rosicrucian
Brotherhood. It is their latest communication.
Part I is a treatise on the Visible and the Invisible Worlds,
Man and the Method of Evolution, Rebirth and the Law of
Cause and Effect.
Part II takes up the scheme of Evolution in general and the
Evolution of the Solar System and the Earth in particular.
Part III treats of Christ and His Mission, Future
Development of Man and Initiation, Esoteric Training and
Safe Method of Acquiring Firsthand Knowledge.

717 pages

ISBN 978-0-911274-02-8

Hardcover

152-Page Topical and Alphabetical Indexes
719 pages

ISBN 978-0-911274-34-9

Paper Bound

Write for complete price list

ROSICRUCIAN FELLOWSHIP
2222 Mission Avenue
Oceanside, California, USA, 92058-2329

THE ROSICRUCIAN MYSTERIES
BY

MAX HEINDEL
The author divulges the sublime truths of the Western
Wisdom Teachings in a felicitous narrative style, intending
specially to give busy people a solution to life's basic problems,
as vouchsafed by the Rosicrucian Philosophy, thereby satisfying
both heart and mind.
LIST OF CONTENTS
CHAPTER 1 The Order of the Rosicrucians and the Rosicrucian
Fellowship: Spiritual Wave; Christian Rosenkreuz; Choice of
Author as Messenger of the Brothers of the Rose Cross.
CHAPTER 2. The Problem of Life and Its Solution: Necessity for
Independent Thought; Three Theories of Life Materialistic,
Theological, Rebirth; Soul and Breath; We Are Eternal (poem).
CHAPTER 3. The Visible and Invisible Worlds: The Chemical
Region; The Etheric Region; The Desire World The World of
Thought; Logos and "the Beginning"; Christ or Creed (poem).
CHAPTER 4. The Constitution of Man; The Vital Body; The
Desire Body; The Mind; Soul Differentiated from Spirit.
CHAPTER 5. Life and Death: Invisible Helpers and Mediums;
Second Heaven; The Third Heaven; Birth and Child Life; The
Mystery of Light, Color, and Consciousness; Education of Children;
Mt. Ecclesia.
175 Pages

Indexed
ISBN 978-0-911274-86-8
Write for Complete Price List

Paper Cover

LETTERS TO STUDENTS
By
MAX HEINDEL

This book collects the ninety-seven monthly letters that
Max Heindel wrote to students of the Rosicrucian Fellowship
from Christmas 1910 to January 1919. After his passing, these
priceless letters were published in book form for the inspiration
and instruction of all.
Expressed in the ardent and intimate voice of a teacher and
friend, they cover a wide range of topics, including:
Baptism of Water and of Spirit
The Invisible Guardians of Humanity
Flesh Food and Alcohol
The Christ Spirit and the Spiritual Panacea
The Role of Evil in the World
The Coming Age of Air
Eastern and Western Methods of Development
A Method of Discerning Truth from its Imitation
The World War and Infant Mortality
Christ and His Second Coming
All Occult Development Begins with the Vital Body
The Faust Myth and the Masonic Legend
Epigenesis and Future Destiny
“Lost Souls” and Stragglers
Increasing the Life of the Archetype
Infused with Heindel’s characteristic fervor and
compelling conviction, these lucid letters transform the
formality of the cold printed page into warmth and assurance.
As a gift to yourself or another, this book may be a turning
point in your journey toward the Light.
237 Pages

Indexed
ISBN 978-0-911274-09-7

Paper Cover

THE ROSICRUCIAN
CHRlSTIANITY LECTURES
B Y MAX HEINDEL

Delivering these twenty lectures in person was one of
the earliest activities of this authorized Messenger of the
Rosicrucian Order. A comprehensive outline with modern
application, of the ancient truths of Rosicrucianism .
TITLES OF LECTURES/CHAPTERS
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Riddle of Life and Death
Where Are the Dead?
Spiritual Sight and the Spiritual Worlds
Sleep, Dreams, Trance, Hypnotism, Mediumship,
and Insanity
5. Death and Life in Purgatory
6. Life and Activity in Heaven
7. Birth a Fourfold Event
8. The Science of Nutrition, Health and Protracted Youth
9. The Astronomical Allegories of the Bible
10. Astrology: Its Scope and Limitations
11. Spiritual Sight and Insight
12. Parsifal: Wagner’s Mystical Music Drama
13. The Angels as Factors in Evolution
14. Lucifer, Tempter or Benefactor?
15. The Mystery of Golgotha and the Cleansing Blood
16. The Star of Bethlehem: A Mystic Fact
17. The Mystery of the Holy Grail
18. The Lord’s Prayer
19. The Coming Force: Vril or What?
20. Fellowship and the Coming Race
The titles show that these lectures were written to answer
the recurring questions in every thoughtful person’s mind.
Index converts this to a reference book.
374 Pages

ISBN 978-0-911274-84-4

Paper Cover

ALL LECTURES ARE AVAILABLE AS SEPARATE BOOKLETS

THE ROSICRUCIAN PHILOSOPHY
IN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
VOLUME I
By MAX HEINDEL

This book answers 189 questions most frequently asked
of the author in his public lectures. Perhaps many of your
perplexities are included. You will find here an
authoritative solution.
PARTIAL LIST OF SUBJECTS
PART 1. Life on Earth. Social Conditions. Marriage.
Children. Sleep and Dreams. Health and Disease.
PART 2. Life After Death. Cremation. Purgatory. The
First Heaven. The Second Heaven. The Third
Heaven. Guardian Angels. The Science of Death.
PART 3. Rebirth. The Law of Rebirth. The Law of
Causation. Transmigration.
PART 4. The Bible Teachings. The Creation. The Fall.
The Immaculate Conception. Sayings of Christ.
PART 5. Spiritualistic Phenomena. Mediumship.
Obsession. Materialization.
PART 6. Clairvoyance. Dangers of Psychism.
True Spiritual Unfoldment. Initiation.
PART 7. Astrology. True and False.
PART 8. Animals. Their Life Here and Hereafter.
PART 9. Miscellaneous.
THE ALPHABETICAL INDEX MAKES THIS A BOOK
OF INSTANT REFERENCE

This book may change your entire outlook on life
428 Pages

ISBN 978-0-911274-89-9

Paper Cover

THE ROSICRUCIAN PHILOSOPHY
IN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
VOLUME II
By MAX HEINDEL

This book answers 166 questions most frequently asked
of the author in his public lectures. Perhaps many of your
perplexities are included. You will find here an
authoritative solution.
PARTIAL LIST OF SUBJECTS
PART 1. Life After Death. The Purgatorial Existence.
Short Cut to Heaven. Earthbound Spirits. Reunion of
Lovers in Heaven. How Are the “Dead” Clothed?
PART 2. Rebirth. Frequency. Necessity. Rebirth of Children.
Rebirth and Sex. Do Two Wrongs Make a Right?
PART 3. Health and Healing. Incurable Diseases. PostMortem Consciousness. Idiocy. Insanity. Amputation.
PART 4. The Invisible Worlds. Consciousness in the Invisible
Worlds. Dreams. Trance States. Contact with Relatives
During Sleep. People in the Desire World See the Sun.
PART 5. Spiritual Sight. Spiritual Cognition. The Fourth
Dimension. The Memory of Nature.
PART 6. Initiation. The Plane of Initiation. The Tests of
Initiation. Masters and Initiation.
PART 7. The Bible. Jehovah. Raising the Dead. INRI.
PART 8. Astrology. Influence of Stars. Aquarian Age.
PART 9. Miscellaneous.
THE ALPHABETICAL INDEX MAKES THIS A BOOK
OF INSTANT REFERENCE

This book may change your entire outlook on life
589 Pages

ISBN 978-0-911274-90-5

Paper Cover

TEACHINGS OF AN INITIATE
BY

MAX HEINDEL

The process of preparation for the Aquarian Age has
already commenced and as Aquarius is an airy, scientific, and
intellectual sign, the New Faith for this age must be rooted in
reason. Therefore, the mysteries of life must be solved in a
manner that will satisfy both the head and the heart.
Max Heindel, Christian Mystic and Initiate of the
Rosicrucian Order, lived the Teachings which he taught. In this
book are presented many of the fruits of his physical and
metaphysical labors. A scientific method of spiritual
unfoldment is revealed that is in total harmony with the cosmic
laws of soul growth. If persistently followed, this method will
develop the latent spiritual powers in any individual just as
surely as constant practice will make a person proficient in any
material line of endeavor.
SUBJECTS COVERED INCLUDE:
The Sign of the Master
The Secret of Success
The Death of the Soul
The Promotion of Spiritual Sight
Scientific Method of Spiritual Unfoldment
Eternal Damnation and Salvation
The Journey Through the Wilderness

This important work by Max Heindel is published by The
Rosicrucian Fellowship which has established a school that
provides a meeting ground for art, science, and religion.
212 Pages

Indexed
ISBN 978-0-911274-19-6

Paper Cover

MYSTERIES OF THE
GREAT OPERAS
BY

MAX HEINDEL

Faust … Parsifal … The Ring of the Niebelung
Tannhauser … Lohengrin
What is the True Nature of Music Itself?
Why must there be Dissonance as well as Harmony?
Where Does Music Come From?
MYTHS — LEGENDS — FOLK STORIES
Why are these age-old Tales used as Vehicles for some of the
Greatest Music of all Time?
What is the Relation between the Human Spirit and Music?
Faust—Divine Discord—Sorrow of the Seeking Soul—Selling
His Soul to Satan—The Wages of Sin and the Ways of
Salvation.
Parsifal—Wagner’s Mystic Music Drams.
Tannhauser—The Pendulum of Joy and Sorrow.
Lohengrin—The Knight of the Swan.
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THE WEB OF DESTINY
BY

MAX HEINDEL
Sixteen of the ninety-seven monthly lessons sent out to his
students by this illumined teacher. They are the fruitage of true
esoteric research.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
I. THE WEB OF DESTINY
Spiritual Research ~ The Soul Body; The Christ Within ~ Memory of
Nature; “The Dweller on the Threshold” ~ Earthbound Spirits; The
“Sin Body” ~ Possession by Self-made Demons ~ Elementals;
Obsession of Man and of Animals; The Creation of Environment ~
The Genesis of Mental and Physical Disabilities; The Cause of
Disease ~ Efforts of the Ego to Escape from The Body ~ Effects of
Lasciviousness; The Christ Rays Constitute the "Inner Urge" ~
Etheric Sight ~ Collective Destiny
II. THE OCCULT EFFECT OF OUR EMOTIONS
The Function of Desire; The Color Effects of Emotion in Assemblages
of People ~ The Isolating Effect of Worry; Effects of War upon
Desire Body ~ The Vital Body as Affected by Detonations of Big
Guns; The Nature of Ether Atoms ~ The Necessity of Poise; The
Effects of Remorse ~ The Dangers of Excessive Bathing
III. PRAYER A MAGIC INVOCATION
The Nature of and Preparation for Prayer; The Wings and the Power ~
The Invocation ~ The Climax
IV. PRACTICAL METHODS OF ACHIEVING SUCCESS
Based upon Conservation of the Sex Force
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THE MESSAGE OF THE STARS
By MAX HEINDEL and AUGUSTA FOSS HEINDEL

The Library of every Astrology Student should contain a copy
of this Essential Reference Book.
PARTIAL LIST OF CHAPTER CONTENTS
CHAPTER 1. Contains this book's specific contribution to spiritual
astrology, obtained by firsthand investigation: Evolution as shown in
the Zodiac Early Atlantean Epoch Ã É; Middle Atlantean Â
È; Later Atlantean Á
Ç ; Aryan Epoch Aryan Age À
Æ ;
Piscean Age Ë Å; Aquarian Age Ê Ä.
CHAPTERS 2 to 7. Amenability to Spiritual Vibrations. Were you
born under a Lucky Star? Reading the Horoscope; Mundane Houses.
Influence of the 12 Signs when Rising.
Intrinsic Nature of the Planets.
CHAPTERS 8 to 21. Complete Chapters on each Planet, giving an
analysis of each in the 12 Houses, in the 12 Signs, and in Aspect with
other Planets. An outstanding chapter on Planetary Octaves.
Delineation in a Nutshell; Keywords. Mind and the Ruling Planet.
Your Luck in Life; Health, Finances, Vocation. Marriage; Children;
Second Marriages.
CHAPTERS 22 to 27. Methods of Progression; Adjusted Calculation
Date; Progression of Angles. Progressed Solar Directions. Progressed
Lunar Directions. Mutual Aspects of Planets. Transits.
CHAPTERS 28 to 30. Medical Astrology Diagnosis. Pathogenic
Effects of Signs; of Planets; the Ductless Glands. 36 Example
Horoscopes, giving a system of diagnosis based on many years of
experience.
Thirty-six pages of revised Natal and Medical Indexes
736 Pages
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THE VITAL BODY
BY MAX HEINDEL

Since the initiate author repeatedly stressed that, “all occult
development begins with the vital body,” this book will be especially
valuable for those who desire to advance their spiritual evolution in a
deliberate, focused and fully conscious manner.

PARTIAL CONTENTS
THE EVOLUTION OF MAN’S VITAL BODY
MAN’S VITAL BODY IN THE PRESENT EPOCH
Its General Nature and Function
In Health and Sickness
In Sleep and Dreams
At Death and in Invisible Worlds
On the Way to Rebirth
Of Children
THE VITAL BODY OF ANIMALS AND PLANTS
THE RELATION OF THE VITAL BODY TO
SPIRITUAL DEVELOPMENT
Effect of Prayer, Rituals and Exercise
Ancient Initiation
Positive and Negative Development
THE VITAL BODY OF JESUS
As a Vehicle for Christ
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